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Thus, if you multiply 18. To 48. To multiply a Rectangle, or any
other Surface by a Right Line, is to make a Rectangled
Parallelopiped (or Vrisra) (5. $.) whose Bale shall be the Surface
given, and its perpendicular Height the Line given. Thus to
multiply the Surface a b d: by the Line E, is the fame thing 06 to
make a Solid a bjgh e, whose Ease is the Surface given a d, and
its Height a e orbs, equal to E, the Line given. 19. All Magnitudes
may be express d by Lines: As if one Magnitude be double or
triple of another; orin any other Ratio, two Linesmay easily be
taken, of which one shall be double or triple of the other, or in
any other like Proportion with those Magnitudes: So for
(Instance, to express two times, as one Hour...
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